CS265P
Powered, ultra-compact sub-bass

features

- Self powered sub-bass
- Low profile, ultra-compact enclosure
- Twin 6.5” (165mm) drivers
- Brackets for wall/ceiling mounting

applications

- Background music playback in clubs and bars
- AV presentations
- Retail stores

A powerful sub-bass compliments the versatile Contractor Series. The ultra-compact sub provides extended low frequency, delivering acoustic warmth and impact in commercial environments where music is an important factor in creating the right image and atmosphere. Primary applications are retail stores, restaurants, hotels and audio-visual suites.

The CS265P sub-bass incorporates a 150 watt amplifier module, together with two 6.5” drivers, complementing the mid-high of the C115 and C516. A typical systems configuration comprises surface-mounted C115s or flush ceiling-mounted C516s finished to blend with the interior, used in conjunction with a strategically located CS265P.
CS265P
Powered, ultra-compact sub-bass

Overall dimensions:
- Width: 605mm [23.82"]
- Depth: 215mm [8.46”]
- Height: 456mm [17.95”]

CS265P
The loudspeaker system shall be of the vented enclosure sub-bass type consisting of two 6.5” (165mm) long excursion low frequency transducers mounted on internal baffles. The loudspeaker system shall be powered by an internally mounted 150 watts RMS power module.

Performance of the loudspeaker system shall meet or exceed the following criteria:

- Frequency response measured 1 metre on axis shall be 60Hz-120Hz ±3dB.
- Maximum SPL measured at 1 metre on axis shall be 113dB continuous, 119dB peak.
- Dimensions: (W) 215mm x (H) 456mm x (D) 605mm (8.5ins x 18ins x 23.8ins).
- Weight: 19kg (41.8lbs).

The loudspeaker system shall be the Martin Audio CS265P.